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Abstract

Rigging and skinning clothed human avatars is a chal-
lenging task and traditionally requires a lot of manual work
and expertise. Recent methods addressing it either general-
ize across different characters or focus on capturing the dy-
namics of a single character observed under different pose
configurations. However, the former methods typically pre-
dict solely static skinning weights, which perform poorly
for highly articulated poses, and the latter ones either re-
quire dense 3D character scans in different poses or can-
not generate an explicit mesh with vertex correspondence
over time. To address these challenges, we propose a fully
automated approach for creating a fully rigged character
with pose-dependent skinning weights, which can be solely
learned from multi-view video. Therefore, we first acquire
a rigged template, which is then statically skinned. Next, a
coordinate-based MLP learns a skinning weights field pa-
rameterized over the position in a canonical pose space and
the respective pose. Moreover, we introduce our pose- and
view-dependent appearance field allowing us to differen-
tiably render and supervise the posed mesh using multi-view
imagery. We show that our approach outperforms state-of-
the-art while not relying on dense 4D scans. More details
can be found on our project page1.

1. Introduction
Animating 3D characters is a long-standing and challeng-
ing problem in computer graphics and vision. Traditionally,
rigging, the process of positioning a sparse skeletal structure
inside a dense 3D mesh, and skinning, the process of asso-
ciating vertices with the skeleton, require large amounts of
manual effort by experienced artists. This is not only expen-
sive and time-consuming but also inherently difficult since
one set of skinning weights is typically not ideal for all sorts
of articulated character poses.

There are also methods for automated rigging and skin-
ning. Some recent works [33, 34, 41, 59] propose a
learning-based solution for obtaining skinning and rigging

1https : / / people . mpi - inf . mpg . de / ˜mhaberma /
projects/2023-Vinecs
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Figure 1. We propose the first end-to-end trainable method for
generating a dense and rigged 3D character mesh including
learned pose-dependent skinning weights solely from multi-
view videos. The results demonstrate that our model can generate
visually-plausible geometry without requiring manual user input.

given a single 3D character mesh. However, they do not
consider pose-dependent skinning correctives and lead to
the typical appearance artifacts. Therefore, other techniques
focus on pose-dependent skinning formulations accounting
for pose-dependent variations and deformations [3, 30, 40,
52, 57]. Noteworthy, none of these methods tried to learn
pose-dependent skinning weight correctives purely from 2D
image data. Instead, they typically assume a 3D mesh is
given, and most of them solely work on a fixed mesh reso-
lution, which cannot be easily adjusted.

To overcome these limitations, we propose VINECS,
i.e., VIdeo-based NEural Character Skinning. Given solely
a multi-view video of a human actor, our method creates a
fully rigged, skinned, and textured 3D template (including
hands) along with pose-dependent skinning weights while
no manual editing is required. Moreover, VINECS enables
multi-resolution character skinning since skinning weights
can be sampled over a continuous 3D canonical space,
which is not limited to any specific mesh resolution.

For each character, we select one canonical pose frame,
for which we extract a dense and textured 3D template
mesh using implicit surface reconstruction techniques [55].
Given the template and the respective pose obtained from
an off-the-shelf multi-view markerless capture system [53],
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we leverage an auto-rigging and skinning method, Pinoc-
chio [7], for obtaining an initial set of skinning weights.
Note that Pinocchio produces only a static set of skinning
weights, which leads to the typical geometry artifacts when
poses deviate too much from the canonical pose. There-
fore, we propose a coordinate-based multi-layer perceptron
(MLP)—which takes as input a 3D point on the surface
of the template in canonical pose and the skeletal pose—
and predicts the pose-dependent skinning weights at that
point. Since we want to learn the skinning weights solely
from multi-view imagery, we design dedicated losses con-
sisting of a silhouette loss and a rendering loss. Specifically,
we find that obtaining a well-behaved convergence is chal-
lenging only using a static texture for the rendering loss.
Thus, we adopt the rendering formulation with an albedo
network and a shadow network, which predict pose- and
view-dependent appearance of our 3D character resulting in
an improved convergence and skinning weights prediction.
In summary, our technical contributions are as follows:
• An end-to-end trainable method for animation-ready ex-

plicit character creation, involving static template gener-
ation, rigging, and pose-dependent skinning solely using
2D multi-view videos (as few as 10 views).

• A coordinate-based and pose-dependent skinning formu-
lation, which enables multi-resolution skinning.

• A dedicated character appearance formulation and differ-
entiable rendering enabling weakly supervised learning
based on multi-view videos.

We compare VINECS to the state-of-the-art and our results
confirm that our method is a clear step toward accurate and
automated creation of animatable 3D characters.

Potential Impact. The focus of this work is not to model
deformable geometry [13, 14, 20, 32] or photorealistic ap-
pearance [15, 16, 25, 35, 44, 47, 48] of humans but on learn-
ing 3D characters with pose-dependent skinning from 2D
observations only. We believe our method can greatly ben-
efit many downstream tasks as many existing works lever-
age naked body models [36] for space canonicalization and
feature assignment, fundamentally limiting them to cloth-
ing types of the same topology as the human body. As our
rigging and skinning are accurate, easy-to-use, and robust to
any type of clothing, our approach can stimulate research on
the modeling of geometry and appearance of loose apparel.

2. Related Work
Static Skinning. Linear Blend Skinning (LBS) [28, 38]
linearly blends rigid transformations of each bone to obtain
a posed geometry. However, this formulation can lead to
a collapse of geometry near the skeleton joints, also called
candy-wrappers effect. To overcome this, several follow-
up works have been proposed using spherical representa-
tions [22], sweep surfaces [17], curve-based skeleton pa-
rameterizations [61], Dual Quaternions [23], or by optimiz-

ing the centers of rotation [27]. Other works focused more
on computing the skinning weights itself by modeling the
weight distribution as a heat diffusion process [7], as illu-
mination [58], or by voxelizing the mesh to increase ro-
bustness [9, 10]. Later on, deformation editing was also
modeled using a Laplacian energy formulation [18], and
user-defined splines on the mesh enable intuitive editing of
skinning-based deformation behaviors [6]. They all only
assume a single geometry and skeleton are given.

In contrast, data-driven methods assume multiple in-
stances of the same character under different poses or a
large collection of rigged and skinned characters. Earlier
works [19, 26] requires meshes under different poses and
then automatically detect skeleton joints and compute the
skinning weights. Recently, NeuroSkinning [34] was pro-
posed as the first learning-based method predicting a static
set of skinning weights given the mesh and a corresponding
skeleton. RigNet [59] instead jointly predicts the skeleton
as well as a set of skinning weights solely given a 3D mesh
as input. Therefore, they collected a large dataset of 3D
characters including artist-designed skeletons and skinning
weights. SkinningNet [41] proposed a two-stream graph
convolutional network architecture for improved skinning
weight prediction given a mesh and the skeleton. Yang et
al. [60] proposed to predict the 3D shape together with the
rigging from a single image. Liao et al. [33] introduced a
learning-based method which jointly learns to predict skin-
ning weights and transfer poses.

What all the above methods have in common is that they
do not explicitly account for dynamic or pose-dependent ef-
fects, such as muscle bulging or coarse cloth deformations.
In contrast, our proposed method learns pose-dependent
skinning weights, which alleviate typical artifacts that arise
when using a static set of skinning weights. Moreover,
it can also represent coarse deformations induced by the
skeletal pose, such as coarse cloth deformations.

Dynamic Methods. More closely related to our method
are approaches that account for dynamic or pose-dependent
effects, which are discussed next. There are works [11]
that allow an artist to add pose-dependent effects by paint-
ing onto specialized textures or by adding so-called helper
bones [42]. Alternatively, Kavan et al. [21] proposed to find
the optimal skinning weights by minimizing an elastic en-
ergy and adding joint-based deformers. Interestingly, those
methods do not assume any dynamic observations of the
character while still modeling dynamic effects. However,
they either require manual editing [11, 42] or can mostly
model elasticity-based dynamics [21].

Similar to the static methods, several dynamic methods
assume a (large) dataset of character meshes is given. Ear-
lier works [3, 40, 46, 57] account for dynamic effects by
capturing a set of range scans depicting the subject in differ-
ent poses. Given a new pose, a set of pose-dependent blend
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weights is estimated, which linearly combines the set of ex-
ample poses in the dataset or alternatively uses linear and ra-
dial basis functions [52]. However, since the complexity of
computation typically linearly scales with the number of ex-
ample poses in the dataset, those methods cannot scale up to
a very large number of examples (e.g., 20000 pose frames),
which is in stark contrast to our approach that can deal with
such an amount of data. There are also parametric naked hu-
man body models [4, 5, 36] learned by applying PCA over
a large set of human scans, which can account for different
shape- and pose-dependent deformations. In contrast, we
are building a highly-detailed rigged and skinned character
that can wear (loose) clothing in a completely automated
fashion. Li et al. [30] predict static skinning weights and
pose-dependent neural blend shapes. They assume a dataset
of dense meshes is provided, whereas we purely learn pose-
dependent skinning weights from videos. SCANimate [49]
also requires dense point clouds, and learns a static set
of skinning weights, while pose-dependent shapes are pre-
dicted by a pose-aware implicit field. SNARF [8] repre-
sents the character as a pose-dependent neural implicit sur-
face in the canonical pose space while the learned skin-
ning weights are pose-agnostic. Again, they require point
cloud data while our method can be supervised directly on
the video. In summary, none of the above methods that
consider pose-dependent effects investigated learning solely
from 2D imagery. Thus, we are the first method demon-
strating that dynamic effects in the form of pose-dependent
skinning weights can be learned only from videos.

Recently, some works were proposed to skin and rig im-
plicit surface representations learn an implicit human avatar.
ARAH [56] learns an implicit human model using neural
rendering. However, as it relies on a SMPL template and an
inverse root finding to convert from view space to canonical
space, it easily fails when the garment deviates much from
the body. Importantly, it also does not have the vertex cor-
respondence over time. TAVA [31] avoids these problems
by getting rid of a template, which, however, leads to poor
geometry recovery mainly due to their density-based geom-
etry representation. While these methods can reconstruct
an implicit avatar, they do not learn a high-quality skinning
weight, which is important to traditional graphics pipeline.

3. Method
Given synchronized and calibrated multi-view RGB videos
of a human character in motion, our goal is to learn an an-
imatable 3D human model with dynamic skinning, without
any manual process, such as meshing, rigging, and skin-
ning. To this end, we first extract the static geometry of
the actor from one canonical pose frame (typically depict-
ing the actor in a T-pose) of the recording and automati-
cally compute initial skinning weights (Sec. 3.1). However,
the initial skinning weights are calculated only based on

the static geometry of the human character, and, as stud-
ied in earlier works, one set of weights might be ideal for
one pose while it can lead to strong artifacts in other poses.
Thus, we propose a skinning network, called SkinNet, to
predict the dynamic skinning weights as a function of the
skeletal pose and 3D coordinates in the canonical space
(Sec. 3.2). Given the skeletal pose, the static geometry,
and the pose-dependent skinning weights, we leverage Lin-
ear Blend Skinning (LBS) to obtain the posed geometry.
We then use a differentiable renderer to weakly supervise
the skinning weights solely based on multi-view imagery.
Thereafter, we propose a novel appearance field (Sec. 3.3),
which is composed of an albedo component and a pose-
and view-dependent shadow/shading component. In addi-
tion, we propose several regularization losses ensuring that
the skinning weights are also robust to out-of-distribution
poses and that the final animated geometry looks visually
plausible (Sec. 3.4). An overview is shown in Fig. 2.

Data Preparation. For a human subject, we record a
multi-view video of the performance using C calibrated and
synchronized cameras with a total length of F frames. For
all frames Ic, f , we calculate the foreground segmentation
using color keying or background matting [51] and com-
pute respective distance transform images Dc, f . Here, c and
f refer to the respective camera and frame index. We cap-
ture the size of the human skeleton and the motion using
markerless motion capture [53]. The skeleton motion is pa-
rameterized by a root rotation α f ∈ R3, a root translation
t f ∈ R3, and the joint angles ρ f ∈ RD. The full pose vector
is defined as θ f = [α f , t f ,ρ f ]

T ∈ R3+3+D.
Notation. To represent a variable in the canonical space,

we use a bar over the letter, i.e., x̄. For any point in canoni-
cal and global space, we use x̄ and x, respectively, and mesh
vertices are denoted as v̄i and vi where i is the ith vertex.
Without loss of generality, we assume the frame f is fixed
in the following (if not explicitly mentioned otherwise) and
omit the subscript for better readability.

3.1. Canonical Character Model

As the first step, we acquire a canonical model of the actor.
Recently, implicit surface and coordinate-based representa-
tions [45] have gained considerable attention due to their
flexibility and comparably simple integration into learning
frameworks, and they were also leveraged in the context of
pose-dependent human deformation modeling [8]. More-
over, we compared the reconstruction accuracy on the first
frame f = 0 between classical multi-view stereo and im-
plicit reconstruction method called NeuS [55] in the sup-
plemental material. Interestingly, NeuS has a much higher
level of detail and comparably less noise on the surface.
Thus, we use NeuS [55] to reconstruct the mesh in the first
frame, also called the canonical frame/space.

Implicit vs. Explicit Canonical Model. In stark con-
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Figure 2. Method overview. Our method, VINECS, is a fully automated solution to template generation, rigging, and pose-dependent
skinning solely using multi-view videos. We first recover the skeletal poses using markerless motion capture [53] and a static template
mesh using implicit surface reconstruction [55]. An initial skinning is obtained by a heat diffusion process [7]. Since one fixed set of
skinning weights can lead to artifacts when significantly changing the character pose, we learn pose-dependent skinning weights using
a coordinate-based MLP. An auxiliary appearance field is applied to better supervise the learning guide the training of pose-dependent
skinning. Note that we do not intend to learn a detailed appearance and only the components in the blue box are used during inference.

trast to Chen et al. [8], we run Marching Cubes [37] to con-
vert the implicit surface into an explicit mesh and obtain
per-vertex colors from NeuS by setting the viewing direc-
tion to the normal direction of the mesh. The reason for
choosing an explicit mesh in canonical space is three-fold:
1.) It avoids running the rather slow Marching Cubes algo-
rithm for every potentially posed mesh. 2.) We avoid the
backward skinning [8], which boils down to a correspon-
dence search that has to be solved using iterative optimiza-
tion. 3.) We can maintain correspondence on the surface
across poses, which is especially useful when texturing and
other editing have to be applied. Thus, we aim for a hybrid
strategy for template acquisition, i.e., using the state-of-the-
art method for implicit surface reconstruction and then con-
verting it to an explicit mesh.

Meshing and Initial Skinning. During training, we
downsample the template mesh to N vertices where v̄i ∈R3

denotes the ith vertex. Given the template mesh and the cor-
responding posed skeleton, i.e. θ f , we utilize Pinocchio [7]
to obtain an initial set of skinning weights winit,i ∈ RJ for
each vertex i (see Fig. 4). Here, J denotes the number of
skinning joints. Given these weights and a skeletal pose θ ,
we can transform the vertex v̄i from the canonical space to
the posed space using LBS [28]:

vi = LBS(v̄i,winit,i,θ) : R3 ×RJ ×RD → R3. (1)

Mesh Parsing. Since different body parts and materials
(skin vs. clothing) have different deformation behaviors, we
compute per-vertex human parsing labels. We render the 3D
model into all camera views and apply a 2D human parsing
approach [29] on each view. We then perform max-voting
to obtain the per-vertex human parsing labels. Note that so
far, we obtained a segmented, rigged, and statically skinned
character model without any manual user input.

3.2. Pose-dependent Skinning Field

So far, the initial skinning weights obtained in Sec. 3.1 have
two main limitations: 1.) They are solely computed on a
single static pose leading to artifacts such as candy wrap-
pers and mesh distortions if the new pose significantly dif-
fers from the canonical one. 2.) The set of weights is com-
puted per-vertex. Thus, the resolution of the mesh has to
be fixed beforehand and any change in the mesh requires a
new computation of skinning weights or some complicated
weight transfer from one mesh to the other.

To resolve this, we propose SkinNet fω , which is a
coordinate-based MLP where ω denotes the trainable net-
work weights. Given any 3D point x̄ in the canonical space,
fω predicts its skinning weight w conditioned on the nor-
malized human pose θ̃ , which can be formulated as:

w
θ̃
= fω(x̄, θ̃) : R3 ×RD → RJ , (2)

where x̄ and θ̃ are concatenated before being fed into the
MLP. Here, the normalized pose θ̃ is obtained by neglecting
the global translation as well as the yaw angle, i.e., the rota-
tion around the spine. The intuition behind is that the skin-
ning weights do not depend on where in global 3D space
the person performs a respective pose, and, similarly, the
skinning weight prediction should be agnostic to which di-
rection the person is facing. Thus, we mask those degrees
of freedom before feeding the pose vector into the network.
To obtain the transformed point x in posed space, one can
insert Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) resulting in:

x = LBS(x̄, fω(x̄, θ̃),θ). (3)

Revisiting the drawbacks of initial skinning discussed
above, the SkinNet now supports pose-dependent skinning
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weights such that the artifacts of static skinning can be re-
duced. Moreover, since SkinNet is a coordinate-based MLP,
it supports arbitrary mesh resolution since each vertex is
queried independently, which is in stark contrast to an archi-
tecture that outputs all skinning weights at once and where
the final tensor shape is fixed to a specific mesh resolution.

3.3. Auxiliary Appearance Field

We can now pose the geometry with our pose-dependent
skinning weight formulation. However, since we want to
supervise SkinNet solely on multi-view images, we also
have to model the appearance of the actor. A naive choice
would be to just leverage the static vertex colors acquired
from NeuS. However, we found that this texture contains
baked-in shadows and wrinkles, and cannot account for the
pose- and view-dependent appearance changes harming the
training of the SkinNet. We also refer to our ablation studies
in Sec. 4.3. To address this issue, we propose an auxiliary
appearance field, which consists of an albedo field predict-
ing a pose- and view-agnostic color for a given point x̄ in
the canonical space and a shadow field predicting the pose-
and view-dependent shadow/shading properties of x̄. Im-
portant to note here is that we are not interested in creating
a highly photorealistic appearance model of the human, but
we mainly use it as an auxiliary tool to better supervise the
learning of the skinning weight network.

More specifically, the albedo field, referred to as
AlbedoNet, is an MLP that predicts a static albedo value
aω ′(x̄) = a ∈ R3 for a given 3D sample point in the canon-
ical space. Here, ω ′ are the trainable weights of the albedo
network. Moreover, the shadow field is also parameter-
ized by an MLP rω ′′(x̄,θ ,n,d) = s ∈ R+, called Shad-
owNet, which predicts a scalar multiplier accounting for
color changes due to shadows and shading. Note that we
assume that such effects happen uniformly across all color
channels and, thus, we are only predicting a single scalar
instead of a scaling factor per color channel. In addition
to taking the point in canonical space, the shadow field
also takes the skeletal pose θ as input as well as the sur-
face normal n of x in global space and the viewing direc-
tion d, which allows to potentially model pose- and view-
dependent lighting effects such as shadows and shading. ω ′′

denotes the respective network weights. Details about the
architectures are provided in the supplemental document.
The final color c ∈ R3 for point x is computed as

c = aω ′(x̄)rω ′′(x̄,θ ,n,d). (4)

3.4. Multi-view Video-based Supervision

Next, we describe our dedicated supervision strategy that
solely requires multi-view imagery. We first introduce the
individual loss terms and then describe our training strat-
egy. Importantly, we can obtain a posed template mesh

V∈RN×3 and the pose- and view-dependent per-vertex col-
ors Cc ∈RN×3 by evaluating Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) for all ver-
tices v̄i and views c. Moreover, the following losses that are
applied to the deformed geometry and its appearance can di-
rectly backpropagate into the respective networks since our
formulation is fully differentiable.

Silhouette Loss. This loss [15] ensures that the pro-
jected posed geometry projects onto the foreground masks
for all views (see supp. material). Since our pose-dependent
skinning field Eq. (3) is differentiable with respect to the
SkinNet weights ω , the silhouette loss can provide super-
vision and learn pose-dependent skinning by matching the
posed model silhouette and the image silhouettes.

Rendering Loss. Although the silhouette loss ensures
that the posed geometry matches the multi-view silhouettes,
it cannot supervise drifts on the visual hull. Supervision
directly from the RGB images can help with resolving this
issue since appearance features can constrain drifts in the
image plane. Thus, we introduce the rendering loss

Lrend =
C

∑
c=1

∥Πc(V,Cc)−Ic∥1, (5)

which leverages a differentiable renderer Πc based on the
one of Habermann et al. [15] to render the posed and col-
ored model into all camera views c that is then compared to
the ground truth image Ic. Importantly, this loss can super-
vise both the pose-dependent skinning field as well as the
pose- and view-dependent appearance field.

Laplacian Loss. Since the data terms alone can still lead
to degenerate results, we also introduce some regularization
on the geometry and the skinning weights. First, we regu-
larize the posed geometry with a Laplacian loss

Llap =
N

∑
i=1

∥ vi −
1

|Ni| ∑
k∈Ni

vk ∥2
2, (6)

where Ni is the indices of one-ring neighborhood of vertex
i. This regularizer ensures locally smooth geometry.

Skinning Regularization. We found that SkinNet can
overfit the training poses and respective deformations by
predicting non-local skinning weights, e.g., the foot joint
has a non-zero skinning weight for vertices on the shoulder.
This, however, harms generalization to novel poses at test
time. To prevent this, we regularize the skinning weights
by constraining their values based on the geodesic distance
dgeo between the vertex and the initial body part it belongs
to. This can be formalized with the following loss

Lskin =
N

∑
i=1

J

∑
j=1

wi, j

(mink∈A j dgeo(v̄i, v̄k)

dgeomax

)r

, (7)

A j = {k| j = argmax
t

winit,k,t}, (8)
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where A j is the set of vertices, which have the highest
skinning weight with respect to joint j. r = 3 is a hyper-
parameter which controls how penalization increases as
the geodesic distance increases. dgeomax is the maximum
geodesic distance between any of the vertex pairs.

Part-wise Regularization. In contrast to the clothed
areas, the skin part has rather static skinning. Thus, we
use the initial skinning to regularize the predicted skinning
weights of the skin part, i.e., the set G of vertices, which
have the parsing label skin. However, even for skin vertices,
we found that the initial skinning weights around the joints
are not accurate while the rigid parts (i.e., the vertices away
from joints) usually have correct initial skinning. We iden-
tify the set of rigid vertices as R = {k|max(winit,k) > u}
where u = 0.95. Thus, our part loss

Lpart = ∑
i∈R∩G

∥ fω(v̄i, θ̃)−winit,i ∥2
2, (9)

enforces that the predicted skinning weights are close to the
initial ones iff the human parsing label of a vertex is the skin
(G ) and the vertex belongs to the rigid part (R).

Training Strategy. Our training proceeds in four stages.
First, we train SkinNet without using the rendering loss
Lrend. This step is required to ensure that the posed mesh
roughly overlaps with the foreground masks. Next, the
AlbedoNet is trained using only the rendering loss Lrend
while the SkinNet weights ω are fixed. Importantly, the
AlbedoNet is not pose-dependent, but we optimize the
weights ω ′ across all frames. Afterward, the AlbedoNet and
the SkinNet are fixed and we train the ShadowNet using the
rendering loss Lrend. Again we train on all training frames.
Lastly, since we now have a pose- and view-dependent ap-
pearance model available, we refine the SkinNet weights
including the rendering loss. We found this gives the best
performance, as validated by our results.

4. Results
Dataset. We evaluate our method on 3 subjects wearing
tight and loose clothing, i.e., pants or skirts. Two of them
are from the DynaCap dataset [15] and they are referred as
D2 and D5. D2 is wearing short pants and a T-shirt while
D5 is in a skirt. The total numbers of cameras are 94 and
101 for those two sequences and our method can be trained
using as few as 10 cameras. There are around 19000 train-
ing frames per subject depicting the actor in various articu-
lated poses. For evaluation, there is a separate testing set of
around 7000 frames per subject. For convenience, we keep
1 out of 10 frames for training and evaluation. Addition-
ally, we captured a new subject, V6, wearing a T-shirt and
trousers using 116 cameras. We captured a separate training
(17730 frames) and testing sequence (5000 frames). Impor-
tantly, for this sequence, we recover hand gestures and a
respective 3D model including hands.

Metrics. For evaluation, we reconstruct the dense 3D
geometry for the testing frames using multi-view stereo re-
construction [2]. We do not use NeuS here as it is very
time-consuming. Those dense meshes serve as ground truth
scans and we compare the posed meshes recovered by our
method as well as competing methods in terms of the Cham-
fer distance and the Hausdorff distance going from the re-
covered mesh to the ground truth scan (M2S) and vice versa
(S2M). We report the average results over all testing frames.
All metrics are reported in centimeter scale.

Competing Methods. We compare our work to our re-
implementation of Pinocchio [7], which proposed a heat
diffusion process to obtain a static set of skinning weights.
Moreover, we compare to SCANimate [49] and SNARF [8],
which, in stark contrast to our work, require dense point
clouds for training. They learn static skinning weights and
a pose-aware implicit shape. Since our approach mostly
focuses on skinning, we compare to SCANimate with and
without pose-aware shape, referred to as SCANimate and
SCANimate* in the following. Finally, we compare to
RigNet [59], which can jointly predict a rigging skeleton
and static skinning weights given a template. Unfortunately,
SkinningNet [41] and NeuroSkinning [34] do not provide
their code and, thus, we cannot compare to them. For
more details and comparisons to other (slightly less) related
works [31, 56], we refer to the supplemental document.

4.1. Qualitative Results

In Fig. 3, we qualitatively evaluate our approach. In the
first column, we show the reconstructed static geometry for
different subjects. In the following columns, we show the
characters in novel poses from the test set overlayed onto
the respective images. Note that our posed character nicely
matches the reference image, which confirms that our pose-
dependent skinning indeed generalizes to novel poses and
results in accurately posed meshes. In Fig. 4, we further
visualize the effect of the pose-dependent skinning weights
obtained by our approach. The initial skinning weights
are fixed across poses leading to the typical skinning arti-
facts and wrong deformation behavior. In contrast, our pro-
posed pose-dependent skinning weights adapt according to
the pose and as a result the deformations look more natural.

4.2. Comparison

In Tab. 1, we compare our results to previous works. Note
that we achieve the most accurate results when compared
to works only focusing on character skinning. This val-
idates the necessity of pose-dependent skinning weights
since other works rely on static ones. In this table, SCAN-
imate and SNARF predict pose-aware shapes while assum-
ing dense point clouds are given. Since it is not the scope of
this work to predict pose-dependent non-rigid deformations
and our method solely learns from video data, we placed
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Figure 3. Qualitative results. From left to right: Recovered static character template. Reference image showing a test pose. Our posed
character overlayed onto the reference image. The precise overlay of the posed geometry confirms the effectiveness of our approach.

Quantitative Geometry Comparison
Subject D2 D5 V6
Method Chamfer↓ M2S↓ S2M↓ Chamfer↓ M2S↓ S2M↓ Chamfer↓ M2S↓ S2M↓

Pinnochio [7] 3.760 2.162 1.599 5.077 2.811 2.267 3.358 1.871 1.487
SCANimate∗ [49] 3.750 2.099 1.650 5.453 2.965 2.488 3.502 1.890 1.612

RigNet [59] 3.599 2.078 1.521 4.989 2.836 2.153 3.369 1.894 1.475
Ours 3.034 1.746 1.288 4.512 2.442 2.070 2.993 1.719 1.274

SCANimate [49] 2.842 1.646 1.196 4.982 2.284 2.698 3.154 1.714 1.440
SNARF [8] 2.591 1.452 1.139 4.320 2.288 2.032 2.760 1.496 1.263

Table 1. We compare our method to previous works on 3 subjects. Our method obtains better results than other skinning-based approaches.
It is even close to SCANimate and SNARF, which require dense pointclouds while we solely use multi-view video. Importantly, they focus
on learning pose-aware shapes while our goal is to obtain a fully rigged and skinned character in a completely automated fashion.

Po
se

 1
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 2

Initial 
skinning

Our 
prediction

Figure 4. Qualitative results showing the pose-dependent skinning
weights. As a reference, we show the result using the initial static
skinning weights. Notably, using static skinning weights leads to
artifacts and worse deformation. When using our pose-dependent
skinning, one can see a clear improvement in the final result and
we also show how the weights change over different poses.

them separately. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that our
approach is close to SCANimate and SNARF in terms of
accuracy and better than SCANimate for subject D5 and V6
even though our training does not require point clouds.

We also visually compare to those works in Fig. 5. We
can see qualitatively our method achieves a lower error es-
pecially in joint regions where most of the skinning artifacts

Ablation Study on D2
Method Chamfer↓ M2S↓ S2M↓

Initial weights 3.761 2.162 1.599
Static weights 3.354 1.935 1.418

w/o Lrend 3.116 1.783 1.333
w/ albedo-only 3.047 1.750 1.297

w/ NeuS appearance 3.152 1.786 1.365
w/ NeuS albedo 3.137 1.795 1.342

w/ displacements 3.191 1.805 1.386
Ours (10 views) 3.129 1.791 1.337

Ours 3.034 1.746 1.288
Table 2. We compare our method against baselines. All designs
improve the accuracy confirming the effectiveness of VINECS.

become visible. This can be nicely seen in the error maps,
which visualize the per-vertex error. Although SCAnimate
and SNARF perform well on naked body and tight clothes
regions, they are worse than ours around loose clothing, as
they rely on SMPL while our method does not have such a
restriction. Further, the posed meshes clearly show fewer
artifacts for our approach compared to others. Note that
the entire character including the geometry, rigged skele-
ton, and the pose-dependent skinning can be obtained solely
from multi-view video without any manual user input.
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Figure 5. Qualitative comparison. For each method, we visualize the recovered posed geometry as well as the per-vertex error map when
comparing the ground truth in terms of M2S. Note that our method consistently shows the lowest error and also has the least visual artifacts.
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Figure 6. We compare the initial skinning, the static skinning op-
timized using our supervision scheme, ablating the rendering loss,
and our pose-dependent skinning. We outperform all baselines.

4.3. Ablation

Next, we evaluate our design choices in Tab. 2. First,
we evaluate the effect of pose-dependent skinning weights.
Therefore, we compare our final result to the initial skin-
ning, which we obtain by leveraging Pinocchio [7] and
a version of our method where we use our supervision
scheme, but optimize a static set of skinning weights, i.e.,
the weights are fixed across all poses. From the results, we
can see that pose-dependent weights significantly improve
the accuracy over the two baselines proofing the effective-
ness of our formulation. This is also visualized in Fig. 6.

Another key aspect when learning those weights solely
from video data is our proposed supervision scheme. When
we do not employ the dense rendering loss or soley use the
albedo without shadow estimation, the performance drops.
Moreover, we also evaluate the accuracy when using a
dense rendering loss with the static appearance from NeuS
and using NeuS appearance as albedo while the shadow
network is learned. We found that our proposed rendering
scheme performs best. To validate the effectiveness of train-
ing pose-dependent skinning, we replace the SkinNet by a
network predicting per-vertex displacement, which gener-
alizes worse than SkinNet. We train our model with sparse
cameras (10 views), and the performance is still satisfying.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

Limitations. Although we propose the first method for
learning pose-dependent skinning solely from multi-view
video, our method still has some limitations, which opens
up interesting directions for future work. Currently, we
query the SkinNet for every vertex in canonical space,
which may be inefficient when many points are sampled.
Thus, future work could involve exploring more efficient
architectures like hashgrids [43]. While hand and body can
be faithfully animated, there is no control over the facial
expression. Thus, extending our automated character cre-
ation pipeline with some parametric model for facial ex-
pressions might be a promising direction. Also, a joint con-
sideration of rigging, skinning, and pose tracking may fur-
ther improve the quality of the 3D animation-ready charac-
ters. Lastly, some artifacts still remain since skinning alone
cannot account for high-frequency deformations. Combin-
ing VINECS with downstream tasks such as human surface
tracking/modeling could alleviate such artifacts.

Conclusion. We proposed the first method for creating
a fully rigged and skinned character solely from multi-view
video without any manual processing. To this end, we first
acquire a canonical template using an implicit surface re-
construction, automated initial skinning and mesh parsing.
Most importantly, we learn a pose-dependent skinning field
from a multi-view video, which greatly reduces artifacts.
We show how such a skinning field can be learned in a
weakly supervised manner by an appearance model and dif-
ferentiable rendering. Our work demonstrates that animat-
able character creation can be fully automated while main-
taining high-quality geometry, rigging, and skinning.
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